Behavioral contrast can be defined as an inverse relationship between the conditions of reinforcement in one setting and the rate of responding in another setting. Behavioral contrast is a phenomenon that is reliably demonstrated in pigeons and rats and in the context of multiple experimental preparations with these animals. However, little research has been conducted on behavioral contrast in humans. Further, the role of verbal behavior in research on behavioral contrast in humans has not been investigated. This study examined behavioral contrast in college students in a series of 3 experiments. In Experiment 1, subjects were not given accurate descriptions of experimental contingencies, and behavioral contrast was not reliably observed . In Experiment 2, specific, accurate descriptions of contingencies were provided to subjects at all times, and contrast was observed for 4 of 10 subjects. In Experiment 3, descriptions of experimental conditions were provided only during extinction, and behavioral contrast was observed for 4 of 5 subjects. The results suggest that accurate rules describing experimental contingencies may enhance or decrease the probability that contrast will be observed in human operant experiments, depending on which contingencies, if any, are accurately described.
Behavioral contrast can be defined as an inverse relationship between the conditions of reinforcement in one setting and the rate of responding in another setting. Behavioral contrast is a phenomenon that is reliably demonstrated in pigeons and rats and in the context of multiple experimental preparations with these animals. However, little research has been conducted on behavioral contrast in humans. Further, the role of verbal behavior in research on behavioral contrast in humans has not been investigated. This study examined behavioral contrast in college students in a series of 3 experiments. In Experiment 1, subjects were not given accurate descriptions of experimental contingencies, and behavioral contrast was not reliably observed . In Experiment 2, specific, accurate descriptions of contingencies were provided to subjects at all times, and contrast was observed for 4 of 10 subjects. In Experiment 3, descriptions of experimental conditions were provided only during extinction, and behavioral contrast was observed for 4 of 5 subjects. The results suggest that accurate rules describing experimental contingencies may enhance or decrease the probability that contrast will be observed in human operant experiments, depending on which contingencies, if any, are accurately described.
Behavioral contrast has been defined as an inverse relationship between rates of responding in one setting and the conditions of reinforcement in another setting (McSweeney 8l Weatherly, 1998) . Many varieties of contrast have been reported in the empirical literature. Contrast can be classified into two primary categories; positive and negative contrast. Positive contrast is an increase in the rate of responding in one setting as a result of a decrease in reinforcement (or an increase in punishment) in another setting. Negative contrast is a decrease in the rate of responding in one setting as a result of an increase in reinforcement in another setting.
Behavioral contrast is a well-documented phenomenon in basic behavioral research. Contrast has been observed in the context of multiple (mult) schedules, concurrent schedules, discrete trial preparations, with rats and pigeons as subjects, and with lever pressing, key pecking, treadle pressing, and time allocation responses (see McSweeney & Weatherly, 1998; Williams, 1983 , for thorough reviews).
The generality of the behavioral contrast effect has been debated but the evidence collected thus far suggests the effect has substantial generality (McSweeney & Weatherly, 1998; Williams, 1983) . The goal of identifying functional relations of great generality is central to the proliferation of any basic science, and interspecies generality is one critical type of generality. Although it may be said that behavioral contrast is a reliable phenomenon in studies with pigeons and rats, the interspecies generality of behavioral contrast remains somewhat uncertain because little research has been conducted on behavioral contrast in humans. In the interest of developing a comprehensive science of psychology, interspecies generality should be evaluated, not assumed (Lattal & Perone, 1998, p. 6; McSweeney & Weatherly, 1998; Weatherly, Melville, & McSweeney, 1996) .
Although there is a strong argument to be made regarding the replication of basic research across humans, substantial research has demonstrated that humans do not necessarily respond in ways similar to non humans under similar experimental preparations (Lattal & Perone, 1998, p. 9) . Verbal behavior, and specifically rule-governed behavior may account for much of this difference. Substantial previous research (Catania, Mathews, & Shimoff, 1982; Hayes, Brownstein, Haas, & Greenway, 1986; Hayes, Brownstein, Zettle, & Rosenfarb, 1986) has demonstrated that rules describing experimental contingencies greatly affected schedule performance in human participants. Rules are verbal descriptions of contingencies, vague or explicit, accurate or inaccurate, that can control behavior before behavior comes under the control of direct acting contingencies (Shimoff & Catania, 1998) . Rules can be stated to a participant, a participant can "derive" their own rules, or rules can be shaped through reinforcement of verbal behavior (Catania et aI., 1982) . The results of previous research (Catania et aI., 1982; Hayes, Brownstein, Haas, et aI. , 1986; Hayes, Brownstein, Zettle, et aI. , 1986) have indicated that efficient schedule performance can be greatly enhanced or hindered through the provision of accurate or inaccurate rules, respectively. Thus, it is reasonable to suggest that it may be critical to consider the effects of subjects' verbal behavior when conducting basic research with humans (Weatherly et aI., 1996) . However, it is yet unknown how subjects' verbal behavior will affect the occurrence of behavioral contrast, if at all.
Research on Behavioral Contrast in Humans
The few studies that have been conducted on behavioral contrast in humans vary in their focus and their methodology. About half of the studies align with what has become the standard contrast preparation; mult variable interval (VI) VI schedules alternated with mult VI extinction (Ext) schedules of reinforcement, or some minor variation thereof. All prior studies that fall into this classification, of which the authors are aware, amount to four; only three of which included data and technical descriptions of methodology. These studies will be reviewed below, including their consideration of subjects' verbal behavior. Edwards (1979) conducted a study on mult schedule positive contrast with college students. Mult VI 45 s variable time (VT) 45 sand mult VI 45 s Ext contrast preparations were implemented and compared against mult VI 45 s VI 45 s. No information was provided as to what subjects were told regarding experimental contingencies. Although no data were presented in the brief article, the author stated that the first exposure to mult VI VT did not produce contrast in any of 3 participants. However, upon the second exposure to mult VI VT, contrast was observed for all participants. Mult VI Ext produced similar outcomes. These results suggest that more than one exposure to a contrast preparation may be necessary to produce contrast in humans. Hantula and Crowell (1994) conducted an experiment on contrast in college students, using an analogue "investing" computer simulation. Participants were told to invest money in two di'fferent "markets" for an "investment group" and that the goal was to make as much money as possible. They were also told that they would have to fill out a questionnaire at the end of the experiment asking them to justify their investment decisions. The "markets" were two components of a mult VI VI schedule, where investments gained 30% if they were made after the VI interval had elapsed and lost 10% if they were made before the interval elapsed. The average VI interval was either 5 or 10 s for each subject. Participants could invest between $0 and $10,000, in $100 increments, at any given investment opportunity. Thus, subjects could engage in responding that varied along two dimensions (as opposed to the typical single dimension of rate). Subjects could invest small amounts of money at high rates, large amounts at low rates, or any other combination of rate and amount. The contrast manipulation consisted of changing one component to extinction. Subjects were not informed of the fact that one "market" no longer returned money on their investments during the contrast manipulation. Total experimental duration ranged from 27 min to 48 min. The contrast condition resulted in clear positive contrast in the number of dollars invested in the unchanged component for 5 of 6 participants, and slight contrast was observed for the 6th. Terrace (1974) conducted an experiment on discrimination learning and behavioral contrast in 8 college students. Four subjects were exposed to conditions resembling the standard contrast preparation. The experiment was divided into three phases; (a) VI 30 s, (b) mult VI 30 s Ext, and (c) VI 30 s. During the first phase, subjects were told "that they could earn dimes by operating a joystick located to the right of the chair whenever a stimulus appeared on the screen and that it was important to keep their hand on the joystick at all times, even when not operating it." They were also told that there was no way for them to identify when a joystick pull would earn them a dime, so the best strategy was to pull the joystick at a steady rate whenever the square was projected onto the screen in front of them. At the beginning of the second phase, when the VI components were alternated with Ext components, subjects were told "you may see some new squares. You may also note that on some occasions it will not be possible to earn dimes. Which squares these are should become clear during the course of the experiment." Sessions were a minimum of 30 min in duration, but Ext components were not terminated until subjects omitted responding for 15 s. The third phase of the experiment was a repetition of the first phase. Total experimental duration was 15 daily sessions for each subject. Response rates on VI schedules were higher for all 4 participants in the second phase than in the first or third, that is, contrast was observed for all 4 participants. Weatherly et al. (1996) studied behavioral contrast in pigeons and in humans, in order to assess the degree of interspecies generality of their results. In the first experiment, college students responded in a discrete trial manner, under mult schedules, and were provided with accurate descriptions of contingencies during all conditions. For all participants, during all conditions, participants were given the choice of responding or "passing" on each trial. Responding resulted in a probability schedule of reinforcement and punishment. Total experimental duration was 20 brief trials. Contrast was observed for all subjects.
In the third experiment of the same study, free operant responding in college students was studied under mult schedules, examining positive contrast with half the subjects and negative contrast with the other half. Punishment (i.e., loss of money) was not included in this experiment as a consequence for responding before the VI interval elapsed, as in the discrete trial preparation in the first experiment of the study. In the positive contrast group, subjects responded on mult VI 30 s VI 30 s schedules and mult VI 30 s Ext schedules. Components were 30 s in duration. The total experimental duration ranged from 50 to 55 min. Accurate descriptions of contingencies were provided in all conditions. The results demonstrated that positive behavioral contrast occurred in the first component of the positive contrast condition, for 5 out of 6 participants.
Only studies that at least somewhat closely mirror the standard animal preparation and that include mature humans are discussed in this article. For further information on contrast in other preparations, see three studies on contrast in infants (Fagen, 1979; Lipsitt & Kaye, 1965; Rovee-Collier & Capatides, 1979 ) three using punishment preparations (Crosbie, Williams, Lattal, Anderson, & Brown, 1997; Emmendorfer & Crosbie, 1999; O'Donnell & Crosbie, 1998) , one with school-aged children (Waite & Osborne, 1972) , and one with developmentally disabled subjects (O'Brien, 1968) .
In summary, the little previous research that has demonstrated contrast in humans has typically provided relatively specific descriptions of experimental contingencies. However, little is currently known about the role of rules in facilitating or retarding the occurrence of contrast because this variable has not been addressed.
In the standard contrast preparation, whe re reinforcers in the unchanged component are programmed on VI schedules, the rate of reinforcement obtained is not increased when the rate of responding increases above a particular rate. Thus, if positive contrast occurs, a situation is observed wherein a participant is responding faster, but not earning more reinforcers. If rules can increase the degree to which responding conforms to schedule paramters, then they may reduce the magnitude of contrast produced if they describe the fact that increased rates will not result in increased reinforcement. The opposite effect may be expected as well. One effect of rules has been called a function-altering effect, in that nonverbal contingencies can be enhanced or weakened, depending on rules that describe them (Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001, p. 109; Schlinger & Blakely, 1987) . As such, it is conceivable that providing human subjects with rules describing experimental contingencies may have the effect of enhancing the effectiveness of the contingencies that may otherwise be less relevant to subjects, thus increasing contrast effects. If behavioral contrast is properly understood as a schedule interaction, then enhancing the effectiveness of the experimental schedules may increase the likelihood that contrast will be observed or increase the magnitude of the effect observed.
In summary, much research has been conducted on behavioral contrast in non humans. However, little research on contrast has been conducted with human subjects, and no research on the influence of rules on the occurrence of contrast has been done. The current study was an attempt at a first investigation in this area.
Experiment 1
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to replicate previous research on behavioral contrast in humans in order to provide additional evidence for the presence or absence of contrast in this species. An ABAB design was used, wherein random interval (RI) RI and RI Ext phases were alternated, each occurring twice, starting with RI RI. All phases except for the initial RI RI phase (i.e., the first and second contrast phases and the second RI RI phase) consisted of four repetitions of both schedule components. All schedule components throughout the experiment were 2 min in duration, resulting in a total phase duration of 16 min, and a total experimental duration of 64 min.
Method

Subjects and Setting
Experiment 1 had 5 participants; all were undergraduate college students enrolled in various psychology courses, in which they received credit toward their grades for participation in a research study. Their performance during studies did not affect the amount of course credit they earned, they simply needed to participate in order to earn credit. Inforrned consent was obtained from all participants prior to initiating experimental sessions. The participants were informed that the participant who earned the most pOints out of every 30 participants would earn a cash prize of $200. The setting consisted of a small room containing a desk and a personal computer.
Apparatus
The apparatus consisted of a personal computer that ran a Visual Basic© application, programmed for the purposes of the study. The computer monitor was used to present all stimuli. The response consisted of clicking the computer mouse cursor on a white square in the middle of the computer screen. The mult schedule discriminative stimuli were changed from component to component by changing the color of the computer screen background. Reinforcement consisted of pOints. The participant's cumulative points were displayed near the top of the screen. A consummatory response was required each time that points were delivered. That is, when reinforcement occurred, a second white square appeared for 3 s at the bottom of the screen . Each time a participant clicked the mouse cursor inside the white square, he/she earned one point. Participants were told at the outset of the experiment that "clicking on the white square sometimes gets you points" and that, when points were earned, clicking on the other white square that appears will earn them points.
Procedure
RI RI. This phase consisted of a mult schedule with two components, each with identical RI 15 s schedules. The minimum parameter of the RI schedule was 10 s and the maximum was 20 s. Thus, at the outset of each inteNal, the computer program selected an inteNal, the length of which was a random integer between 10 and 20. During the constant component (the component that remained RI 15 s throughout the experiment), the background of the computer screen was always green. During the changed component (the component that was RI 15 s during RI RI phases and Ext during contrast phases), the background of the computer screen was always yellow. The components alternated in a repetitive manner, and each component was 2 min in duration. A 3-s blackout period, during which the computer screen turned black, the response square disappeared, and the point counter disappeared, separated each component. The first RI RI phase was terminated contingent on response rates being no more than 20% different between the two components for three consecutive pairs of components. The difference in rate was calculated by dividing the rate in each occurrence of the changed component by the rate in the previous unchanged component. If the result was between .8 and 1.2, then that pair of components was tallied toward the three consecutive pairs needed to terminate the first RI RI phase. If the calculation was greater than 1.2 or lesser than .8, then the tally was reset to zero.
Contrast. This phase was identical to the RI RI phase, except that the schedule in the component with the yellow computer screen (i.e., the changed component) was Ext.
Results
Figure 1 depicts the results of Experiment 1 and represents the rates of responding in the unchanged components during contrast phases as proportions of the mean rate of the same components during the previous RI RI phase, for all 5 subjects. The graph in the lower right corner of the figure depicts the same data, but as mean rates across subjects. summing the rates in each component of a particular phase and dividing the sum by the number of components in that phase. When summarized in this way, the data from Experiment 1 demonstrate results similar to those summarized as relative rates, as in Figure 1 . Subjects 1, 2, and 5 did not demonstrate elevated rates in the RI condition of either contrast phase (Phases 2 and 4) , while Subject 3 demonstrated a slight elevation in rate in the RI condition of the second contrast (Phase 4) , and Subject 4 demonstrated a large elevation in rate in the RI condition of only the first contrast phase (Phase 2).
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 suggest that behavioral contrast may not always be observed with humans, given that only 1 subject demonstrated a contrast effect, and in only one of the contrast phases. Of the four studies reviewed previously (Edwards, 1979; Hantula & Crowell, 1994; Terrace, 1974; Weatherly et aI., 1996) , most produced contrast effects that were more consistent across subjects than the contrast effects observed in the current experiment. Several possible accounts for this warrant dicussion.
One possible reason for the difference between the current findings and the ones of previous research is that the current experiment may not have been of sufficient duration to produce contrast to the same degree as was observed in the four studies reviewed in the introduction. That is, longer exposure to schedule contingencies would likely bring responding under tighter schedule control, possibly increasing the likelihood of producing expected schedule interactions (e.g., contrast). However, this explanation is not entirely supported by a review of previous research. Out of the five experiments in the four previous studies on behavioral contrast reviewed in the introduction (Edwards, 1979; Hantula & Crowell, 1994; Terrace, 1974; Weatherly et aI., 1996) , only one employed an experimental duration longer than the one used in the current experiment (Terrace, 1974, 15 daily sessions), and one (Edwards, 1979) contained no information on experimental duration. Given that no relevant differences in contrast effects were observed across those five experiments, it is unlikely that the experimental duration alone was responsible for the lack of contrast observed in the current experiment.
Another possible account of the absence of contrast observed in the current study is a "ceiling effect" interpretation. Anecdotal observations by the experimenters suggested that subjects often responded near their physical limits, with respect to rate. Anecdotal evidence for this included the fact that subjects often switched hands, switched postures, and stretched their forearms during the blackout periods. In addition, several subjects reported that they clicked the mouse button "as fast as they could ." If it is the case that subjects were responding near the limits of their physical ability, then it is possible that contrast was not observed because they were not physically capable of responding faster during the RI components of contrast phases.
One feature of the data that stands out is the possible lack of schedule sensitivity of the subjects. The data in Table 1 indicate that 4 of the 5 subjects (i.e., 1, 2, 4, & 5) responded at far higher rates than were necessary in order to earn maximum points under the RI schedules. The rates for these 4 subjects under RI schedules, during the RI RI and the RI Ext phases, ranged from about two to six responses per s. Because the minimum parameter of the interval in the RI schedule used in the current experiment was 10 s, the maximum rate of responding necessary to earn every reinforcer possible was .1 responses per s. Although subjects rarely, if ever, emit the minimum amount of responding necessary to earn maximum reinforcement, these 4 subjects responded at 20 to 60 times the rate required to receive maximum reinforcement. Perhaps more importantly, the responding of 4 of the 5 subjects did not decrease during Ext components. As reflected by rates of responding in Table 1 , the Ext component of the mult schedule in the contrast condition may have been functionally the same as the RI components for 4 of the 5 subjects of Experiment 1. If the introduction of Ext to one component of the mult schedule is the operation that reliably produces contrast (i.e., the standard contrast preparation) , then it follows that a complete insensitivity to Ext on the part of the subjects could have prevented a contrast effect.
One possible account of the apparent insensitivity to programmed contingencies is that subjects' responding could have been primarily under the control rules that they themselves derived (e.g., "I better click the computer mouse as fast as I can so I can get out of the experiment faster"). That is, the delivery of points, per se, may not have been relevant to the rate of subjects' responding. Recall that subjects were only told "clicking the mouse on the square sometimes gets you points." In the absence of more specific rules, subjects may derive their own performance rules. This possibility is supported by the fact that several subjects anecdotally reported that they thought they had to respond as fast as possible all of the time . One subject reported that "I wasn't sure if I had to click the mouse so fast, but I though it couldn't hurt, and I might get out of the experiment sooner."
The above interpretation is also supported by the fact that previous research that has demonstrated contrast in humans (Edwards, 1979; Hantula & Crowell , 1994; Terrace, 1974; Weatherly et aI. , 1996) has typically provided subjects with either precise or relatively precise descriptions of experimental contingencies, whereas subjects in the current experiment were only told that "clicking on the white square sometimes gets you points" and were told nothing of the Ext contingency. As discussed in the introduction, it is possible that rules "orient" subjects to experimental contingencies, such that subjects attend more closely to the consequences of their responding, or such that the programmed contingencies become more powerful (e .g. , reinforcers become more potent and thus the absence of reinforcer delivery acquires the function of Ext). To this end, some researchers have suggested that rules have a function-altering effect that may lend previously irrelevant nonverbal contingencies (e.g ., point delivery, or its absence) operant functions (Hayes et aI. , 2001, p. 109; Schlinger & Blakely, 1987) . This functionaltering effect may produce schedule-appropriate responding that then contacts the nonverbal contingencies, which then take hold. As mentioned earlier, it is unlikely that contrast wou ld be produced if the necessary schedule manipulations were not relevant to the responding of the subjects (i.e., subjects' responding was not sufficiently under the control of programmed contingencies).
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was a replication of Experiment 1, with the exception that accurate rules describing all experimental contingencies were present at all times during the experiment.
Method
Subjects and Setting
All variables relevant to subjects and setting were identical to those of Experiment 1, except that 10 different subjects were included. 
Apparatus
The apparatus was identical to that used in Experiment 1.
Procedure RI RI. This phase was identical to the RI RI phase in Experiment 1, with the exception that an accurate RI rule was always present. The rule was printed in a text box in the upper left-hand corner of the computer screen and read , "Only click on the big white square one time every 15 seconds. Just wait 15 seconds between cl icking it. When the other square comes up, click on it fast until it disappears. Then click on the big white square one time every 15 seconds again . That is the best way to earn points."
Contrast. This cond ition was identical to the contrast condition in Experiment 1, except that accurate rules were provided during both Ext and RI components (i.e. , accurate rules were always presented throughout the experiment) . The rule during Ext read "It is impossible to earn points right now. Clicking on the square will not get you pOints or make the experiment go faster. Stop clicking on the square right now." Mean absolute rates of responding , for each subject in each phase, are presented in Table 2 . Mean rates for each subject were calculated exactly as in Experiment 1. In contrast to how the data are depicted in Figure 2 , the data in Table 2 suggest a substantial contrast effect for only Subject 6, in the first contrast phase, and for Subject 10 in the second contrast phase.
Results
Discussion
The provision of accurate rules to subjects in Experiment 2 appeared to produce contrast effects to a greater degree than when they were not provided in Experiment 1, at least when the data are analyzed as in Figures 2 and 3. As depicted in Table 2 , all 10 subjects of Experiment 2 demonstrated low or zero rates of responding during Ext components and rates of responding closer to rates of reinforcement under RI schedules (.46 to .04 responses per s) than those seen in Experiment 1. One possible implication of the results of Experiment 2 is that providing accurate rules to subjects may be a necessary, but not sufficient, condition to produce behavioral contrast in humans, at least when subjects are not given repeated exposure to experimental contingencies over an extended period of time (i.e. , several days or weeks).
Although 4 of 10 subjects demonstrated contrast effects (as reflected by relative rates of responding in Figures 2 and 3) , it is not clear why 6 did not. Although the provision of accurate rules appeared to assist in the schedule manipulations producing contrast, it is also conceivable that they may have hindered the production of contrast for some subjects. To the extent that contact with rules brought responding under the control of schedule parameters, it is possible that subjects would follow the stated rules so closely that some subjects may not deviate from them sufficiently to allow a contrast effect to be observed . That is, the rule instructing how to respond on the RI schedule may have been specific enough to prevent some subjects from responding faster, thereby precluding a contrast effect from being observed. Recall that the rule stated to respond every 15 s. Some subjects, who may otherwise have responded at elevated rates in the unchanged condition in the contrast phases, may have followed the RI rule exactly, thereby constricting the rate of their own responding to some degree.
It is pOSSible, then , that rules may have multiple functions , sometimes enhancing contrast effects, and sometimes hindering them , depending on the specificity of the rule , the effect being produced, and the history of rule following for each individual subject. It is equally conceivable that exact RI rules may hinder contrast effects because they describe the exact rate at which the subject is to respond, thereby preventing some subjects from responding faster in contrast conditions. Therefore , it may be possible that inclusion of only Ext rules would bring about the necessary orientation to relevant experimental contingencies, without unnecessarily limiting the rate of subjects' responding.
Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, subjects were given rules describing only Ext. No rules were provided, other than "clicking on the white square sometimes gets you points," for RI conditions.
Method
Subjects and Setting
All variables relevant to the subjects and setting were identical to that of Experiments 1 and 2, except that 5 different subjects were recruited.
Apparatus
The apparatus was identical to that in Experiments 1 and 2.
Procedures RI RI. This condition was identical to RI RI in Experiments 1 and 2.
Contrast. This condition was identical to the contrast phase of Experiment 2, except that no description of experimental contingencies was provided during RI components. Figure 3 represents the proportion of the mean previous RI RI rate of Table 3 . Mean rates for each subject were calculated exactly as in Experiments 1 and 2. When depicted this way, the data suggest similar results as when depicted as relative rates in Figure 3 . Figure 3 , the data in Table 3 suggest a contrast effect for Subject 1 in the second contrast phase. As depicted in Figure 3 , the data for Subject 3 in Table 3 suggest contrast effects in both contrast phases. Finally, the data in Table 3 suggest a small contrast effect in the second contrast phase for Subject 5, yielding contrast effects of varying degrees for all 5 subjects in Experiment 3.
Results
Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 suggest that rules that accurately describe schedule contingencies may increase the extent to which contrast is observed, but that RI rules were not necessary to produce this effect. Indeed, contrast effects were more consistently observed in the absence of RI rules, than in their presence (i.e., Experiment 2). This pattern of results is consistent with the possible interpretation that precise RI rules may constrict rates of responding by describing the exact rate required for reinforcement, thereby preventing elevated rates from occurring during contrast conditions. It is also interesting to note that the absolute rates of responding for subjects under RI schedules in Experiment ~3 (Table 3) were similar to those observed in Experiment 1. The mean rate of responding for subjects in Experiment 3 was up to 40 times faster than the maximum rate of reinforcement. Thus, it is reasonable to infer that, at least in this series of experiments, schedule-appropriate responding (whether actually rule or contingency controlled) on the RI schedule was not a necessary condition to produce contrast.
General Discussion
The results of the current series of experiments, when considered together, suggest that rules describing experimental contingencies in general, and Ext rules in particular, may affect the production of behavioral contrast in human subjects. The primary difference between Experiment 1, which produced contrast in only 1 subject, and previous research that reliably produced behavioral contrast in humans, was the absence of rules describing experimental contingencies. The greater occurrence of contrast in Experiment 2, wherein subjects were provided with accurate rules at all times, suggests that the provision of rules may enhance the likelihood that contrast will be observed. The even greater occurrence of contrast effects in Experiment 3 suggests that rules describing RI contingencies were not necessary to produce a contrast effect, and may have actually hindered the appearance of such an effect in Experiment 2.
The possibility that the provision of rules enhanced contrast effects in this study raises the question of the degree to which rule-governed and/or schedule-controlled behavior are implicated in behavioral contrast in humans. As indicated in the introduction, there is no previous research that has evaluated this possibility, so it is possible to infer only from the current results. For the purposes of discussion, it may be useful to clarify what is meant by terms "schedule controlled," "rule governed," and "schedule appropriate" behavior. Schedule-controlled behavior is usually considered to be behavior that is primarily controlled by contingencies, as opposed to rule-governed behavior, which is usually conceptualized as behavior that is controlled primarily by contact with rules, and tends to be insensitive to changes in contingencies (Shimoff & Catania, 1998 ). Typically, it is possible to identify only whether behavior is rule governed or schedule controlled by "pitting" the two potential sources of control against one another and observing which source the behavior conforms to (Shimoff & Catania, 1998) . Finally, schedule "appropriate" behavior is simply behavior that looks like schedule-controlled behavior from the perspective of the experimenter (e.g., schedule-like rate and/or patterning across time), but may in fact be primarily controlled by nonverbal contingencies, rules, or both.
In the case of subjects who were given accurate descriptions of contingencies, most displayed behavior appropriate to the schedules being described (i.e., little or no responding during extinction and low rates during RI 15 s; see Tables 1-3) . It is not possible to determine whether the responding of these subjects was primarily schedule controlled or rule governed. In order to test this question, it would have been necessary to give subjects inaccurate rules, and observe whether their behavior conformed to the rules or whether it adjusted to the contingencies. Alternatively, subjects could have been given accurate rules, and then the contingencies could have changed at some point, without changing the rules. It is possible that the schedule-appropriate behavior observed in the current study would be better classified as rule following, but it is also possible that initial rule following resulted in the behavior of the participants contacting the actual schedule contingencies, which then took hold. In this sense, the rules could have "oriented" the subjects to the actual contingencies in effect, which may have then come to control the behavior.
In Experiment 3, all subjects emitted some responding during their first contact with Ext (Phase 2 in Table 3 ), despite the fact that they were given specific rules describing the impossibility of earning reinforcement. Of the 5 subjects, 4 subsequently responded at v1 ery low rates or omitted responding altogether during their next contact with Ext (Phase 4 in Table  3 ). This pattern of responding suggests that actual contact with the absence of reinforcement was necessary to decrease rates of responding in these subjects. That is, it appears that the low rates of responding observed under Ext was likely a joint product of contacting rules as well as contacting actual Ext contingencies. This interpretation is speculative, but it fits the pattern of responding relatively well. Given that the responding of subjects who were not given accurate Ext rules did not decrease (Experiment 1, Table 1) , and the responding of those who were given rules did decrease, but not immediately, it may be reasonable to conjecture that both the rule and contact with Ext contingencies contributed to decreasing rates of responding, and possibly to the production of contrast effects.
Contrast is often considered a schedule interaction phenomenon, in that it is arranged by varying the ways in which different schedules (of greater or lesser density of reinforcement or punishment) are alternated with one another. If contrast is brought about by the interaction of schedules, then it follows that schedules must have some influence over responding in an experiment if contrast is to be observed. Although this interpretation is logical, it is interesting to note that contrast was not necessarily associated with the greatest degrees of schedule "appropriate" responding across the three experiments in this study. The greatest degree of contrast was observed in Experiment 3, where subjects' responding under the RI schedule (for which they received no rules) was similar to that in Experiment 1, wherein contrast was not observed. One possible implication of this pattern of results is that sensitivity to Ext might be more important than sensitivity to reinforcement in the standard contrast manipulation. However, this series of experiments do not directly address this question, so this possible interpretation should be considered speculative.
One limitation of the current study that warrants mention is the fact that the apparent relationship between rules and contrast that was identified evolved through successive replication and manipulation of methodology across experiments. Within-subject examination of this relationship would allow for a more precise and conclusive evaluation of it. Future research should attempt to examine this relationship by manipulating the presence or absence or rules in contrast preparations within-subject, and within a single experiment. Future research should further examine various conditions that facilitate and inhibit contrast in humans. Specifically, this study suggests that accurate rules (at least those describing Ext) may increase the probability that contrast can be observed. If this is the case, then varying the degree of specificity (Le., providing different rules along a continuum of how closely they describe the contingencies in effect) may produce varied degrees of contrast. In addition, the results of this study suggest that the presence or absence of rules, and the specificity of those rules, may affect the outcome of research on any basic processes in humans. Thus, it seems clear that additional research is needed to elucidate how to best control for this variable when conducting basic research with humans. If researchers are attempting to examine verbal behavior, then this variable will be the subject matter of the study, and thus not likely to be a complication. But if researchers are attempting to study other basic processes in their own right, then it would be useful to identify the most efficient ways that verbal contributions can be controlled , such that other processes can be examined directly.
